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ASMFC Atlantic Herring Section Approves Addendum I
Alexandria, VA – The Commission’s Atlantic Herring Section approved Addendum I to Amendment 3 of the
Interstate Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic Herring. The Addendum includes management measures intended
to stabilize the rate of catch in the Area 1A fishery and distribute the seasonal quota throughout Trimester 2 (June
through September), which has 72.8 % of the season’s allocation. The following measures were approved by the
Section:
Days Out Program (effective for the 2017 fishing season)
The Section will separately address days out provisions for federal herring Category A vessels and small‐mesh
bottom trawl vessels with a federal herring Category C or D permit.
o In addition to landing restrictions associated with the days out program, Category A vessels are
now prohibited from possessing herring caught from Area 1A during a day out of the fishery.
o Small‐mesh bottom trawl vessels with a Category C or D permit will notify states of their intent to
fish in Area 1A prior to June 1st.
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts will make days out decisions by consensus. If a consensus cannot be
reached, then the default landing day scenario will be zero landing days.
Weekly Landing Limit (effective for the 2017 fishing season)
The Addendum implements a weekly harvester landing limit for vessels with a Category A permit. The weekly limit
will be adjusted throughout the fishing season based on effort. Forty‐five days prior to the start of the fishing
season, Category A vessels will notify states of their intent to fish in Area 1A, including a specification of gear type.
This will provide states with an estimate of effort to calculate the weekly landing limit. For the 2017 fishing season,
the notification date is set at May 23rd.
New Fishery Management Plan Tools
The following measures may be considered as potential management tools prior to the start of the fishing year:
 Herring caught in Area 1A can only be landed by the respective harvester vessel (i.e. no carrier vessels)
 Herring carrier vessels are limited to receiving at‐sea transfers from one harvester vessel per week and
landing once per 24‐hour period
State Landing Report
NOAA Fisheries has granted access to vessel monitoring system‐submitted daily catch report data for select staff
in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. This will provide real‐time data for the states to implement a weekly
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landing limit. Therefore, the implementation of a state landing report is not necessary at this time. The Section will
include the option to implement a state landing report as part of the interstate fishery management program if it
becomes necessary at a future date. The Addendum will be available on the Commission website, www.asmfc.org
(on the Atlantic Herring webpage).
The Section also approved continuing the use of the GSI30‐based forecast system to determine spawning closures
in Area 1A. This method was developed by the Technical Committee, then tested and evaluated for effectiveness
during the 2016 fishing season. The modified GSI‐based spawning monitoring system tracks reproductive maturity
to align the timing of spawning area closures with the onset of spawning. The modeling efforts to forecast the
spawning closures will be made available via a website.
For more information, please contact Ashton Harp, Fishery Management Plan Coordinator, at aharp@asmfc.org or
703.842.0740.
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